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the 21st century.
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LELLE Regional Conference 2017
PROGRAM

09.30 - 10.00 Registration & Welcome

10.00 - 10.10 Opening Address 
  Assoc. Prof. Dr. Christian M. Stracke, Welten Institute, 
  Open University of the Netherlands

10.10 - 10.30 Presentation of the LELLE Project 
  Dr. Esther Tan, Welten Institute, Open University of the Netherlands

10.30 - 12.30 PLENARY SESSION
  Empowering our graduates for the workplace: 
  An open education perspective 
  Prof. Dr. Marco Kalz, Chair of Open Education, Welten Institute, 
  Open University of the Netherlands 

  How to teach the unknown
  Dr. Katerina Bohle Carbonell, Lecturer, Management of Learning, 
  Maastricht University 

  Bridging Gaps
  Mark Bertrand, Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Commerce & Finance, Zuyd University 
   for Applied Sciences; member of the ‘Entrepreneurship & Innovation’ lectureship,  

 SLIMhuis 

  Hacking Education for Disruptive Changes in the 21st Century
  Nick van Breda, Changemaker & Transitioner, Nick van Breda Consultancy

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch and Poster Walk

13.30 - 14.15 Workshop 1: Entrepreneurial Education 
  Paul Crutzen, Facilities Coordinator, Qeske Community 

14.15 -15.00 Workshop 2: Transforming Education 
  Guido van Dijk, Welten Institute, Open University of the Netherlands,
  Agile in Education, Agora Roermond (SOML)

15.00 - 15.30 Coffee Break

15.30 -16.15 Workshop 3: Adventurous and Creative Learning
  Peter P. Biekens, Fontys Education Designers

16.15 - 16.30 Closing Address

16.30 … Network Reception
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PLENARY SESSION
The session will begin with presentations by each of the following four speakers on a different 
aspect of the overarching theme -  “Bridging gaps between the school and the workplace” and 
end with a Q & A session.

Empowering our graduates for the workplace: An open education perspective
Prof. Dr. Marco Kalz, Welten Institute, OUNL

 The presentation will deal with the role of open education for career 
  orientation, the importance of the noncommittal character of open 
  courses and MOOCs, and last but not least, the challenges arising from 
  the openness.
  Marco Kalz is full professor and UNESCO chair of Open Education at the Open 

  University of the Netherlands (OUNL). Marco is a fellow of the Interuniversity   

 Center for Educational Sciences (ICO) and the Dutch research school information and

  knowledge systems (SIKS). He is the chair of the special interest group on Technology-

 Enhanced Assessment (SIG TEA) of the European Association of Technology-Enhanced  

 Learning (EATEL). Over the last 5 years, he has secured approx. 2 Mio EUR of research 

 funding for his institution. Besides the European projects, he was and is still regularly 

 involved in educational innovation projects at OUNL and in cooperation with other 

 partners. His research interest lies in the use of open educational resources, pervasive 

 technologies and formative assessment to support self-directed lifelong learning.

How to teach the unknown
Dr. Katerina Bohle Carbonell, Lecturer, Maastricht University

 Learning is not a one-stop activity done after high school. Preparing gradu-
  ates for the workplace requires more than the teaching of content. It is also 
  necessary to instill a learning attitude in graduates. In this talk, I will describe  
  how various behaviors can help graduates develop a learning approach, and  
  provide ideas on how they can be integrated into programs. By focusing on

  developing a learning approach to work in favor to developing a certain skill 
 set, new changes and challenges can be mastered. 
 Katerina Bohle Carbonell is a lecturer in the Management of Learning program at  

 Maastricht University. Her research focuses on team processes, expertise development, 

 and innovation in the educational industry. She is currently involved in a research  

 project analyzing the future of business schools: to adapt business programs to chan-

 ges brought about by technology, such as changing business models, and increasing 

 use of business analytic for decision making. She also provides workshops and online 

 courses on team process and social network analysis.



Bridging Gaps
Mark Bertrand, M.B.A., Senior Lecturer, Zuyd University

 The presentation will be on the essence of the ‘SLIMhuis’ (translated SMAR 
 Thouse) and the struggles we are facing regarding working with three diffe-
 rent ‘DNA’s’. On the other hand, it is important to work together since the 
 challenges are more diversified than ever. Hence, the question is - not if but  
 how we will succeed and the way ‘SLIMhuis’ can play a role in this path to  
 success.

 Mark Bertrand is a senior lecturer at the faculty of Commerce & Finance of Zuyd 

 University for Applied Sciences and member of the lectureship ‘Entrepreneurship & 

 Innovation’. One of his activities as a member of the lectureship is being a dedicated 

 member of the ‘SLIMhuis’. The ‘SLIMhuis’ (translated SMARThouse) is a triple Helix net-

 work organisation in which government, entrepreneurs and education are trying to 

 bridge the gap between the three components in order to face regional economic 

 challenges. Mark is also one of the founding fathers and one of the board members of 

 ‘Roda JC Kerkrade, Midden in the Maatschappij’, the Social Corporate Department of 

 Roda JC Kerkrade, a professional soccer club playing in the highest Dutch division. 

 He developed a CSR-strategy to attract business partners.

Hacking Education for Disruptive Changes in the 21st Century
Nick van Breda, B.A., Changemaker & Transitioner, Nick van Breda Consultancy

 The presentation will focus on “How to gamify education”: to turn formal edu-
 cation into serious gaming where you train 21st century skills in an easy and  
 accessible way with not only students and teachers but with all stakeholders  
 of education. How does global education look like when this becomes the  
 new standard and learning becomes fun again.
 Nick van Breda is a graduate of Advanced Business Creation and was the first fresh-

 man who won with his research paper on “The Future of Co-Creation and Crowd- 

 sourcing” at the Edcom Annual Conference (an EU program) in 2013. He went on to  

 participate in 50 different educational and entrepreneurship events. His vision is to  

 assist in the transition towards a purpose driven economy. He has since co-organized 

 40 new alternatives for classical education in the form of hackathons with a focus on 

 bridging the gap between entrepreneurship, education and a rapid changing market.



WORKSHOP
There will be three workshop sessions on “Rethinking education in the changing world” where 
each of the three workshop speakers will take you through an interesting and interactive journey. 
Your active participation will be most welcomed. You can pose questions, present challenges 
and address practical issues pertaining to the topics of the respective workshops.

Entrepreneurial Education 
Paul Crutzen, Facilities Coordinator, QESKE Community

 During this workshop, Paul will show you that a QESKE community would take
  only a couple of months to flourish and also how many of societal biggest pro-
 blems can be resolved, by simply following the rules of nature with an unders-
 tanding of the simple patrons of capitalism.
 Paul Crutzen discovered his natural entrepeneurship when he was a 22-year old 

 student physics. For more than 30 years, he has witnessed many successful startups 

 and acquisitions. He later started his own fieldlabs, QESKE communities. 

Transforming Education: Agile in Education
Guido van Dijk, Ph.D. Student, OUNL

 During the workshop, participants will explore the ‘Agile in Education Com 
 pass’ and learn how to start to learn by using his/ her creativity - the beginning 
 of one’s learning journey. Participants will experience how students at Agora 
 learn and create their own natural learning path. In the session, Agile plays an 
 important role and participants will get to share their experiences.
 Guido van Dijk is one of the developers of Agora Roermond and is currently a PHD-stu-

 dent at the Welten Institute, the Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL). His topic 

 is Agile Learning. As member of the Agile in Education group, he created the Agile in 

 Education Compass. He is presently working with different partners to transform the 

 educational context to a more dynamic flexible learning setting. He is also the 

 co-founder of Learning eXperience. He created the learning platform LeX-Play.com 

 where learners, field experts can communicate, share their challenges and has the 

 possibility to find mentors or physical places to learn about a topic.



Adventurous and Creative Learning
Peter Biekens, M.A., Fontys Educational Designers

 In the workshop, participants will learn by doing. They will experience analog 
 ‘adventures’ in which they have to use their creative brainpower, share their  
 skills and leverage each other’s talents. After which, participants will have a 
 short group reflection on their individuals’ learning experience and what it  
 has brought him/her.
 Peter Biekens is one of the founders of Fontys Educational Designers (FED) and lectures 

 at the Fontys International Business School. He facilitates (re)design processes for edu-

 cational programs of any kind, in and outside of Fontys. Together with FED, he sup-

 ports anyone who wants to make a change in his or her own educational context. 

 Peter is also co-author of Brainnovation, a method to train your creative potential.




